
Denise,

I enjoyed the meeting last night and look forward to getting this complex whipped back into shape by a 
little elbow grease.

It looked like people were interested in the being evolved and I would like to have those names.

I realize that we need to coordinate each project and get approval from the board and sign wavier's. We 
at building 130 would like to start with fixing anything we did wrong or was out of spec. If you can 
have Rory or Bill give you a list we will correct it. We would like to get started as soon as possible.

As part of any community beautification, the question arises where to start and not to only focus on one 
area. I realize that Our entry is starting to look better and we should start to focus in other parts of the 
complex. I have come up with a short list of things that would have the greatest impact on the Quality 
of life here at Highline Meadows.

First thing you see when you come into the complex is the sign. The one on the south side is looking  
bad and I believe it needs a overhaul. We can either paint and fix it or replace it.

Here is a short list:

*Condo mail Boxes- Brush,scotch brite and bring back to Life
*Rory Repairs- All recent repairs that are not protected with paint-Paint Them
*Town Home Playground- Weld broken,dented and unsafe Merry go round, paint playground 
with approved colors 
*Condo Buildings:RE do rock around buildings, remove old rock, add protective cover, add old 
and the new rock-consider red
*Condo Doors- Scotch brite, Use Furniture paste then revitalize with wood oil to bring back life
*Garages-Those garages that are visibly rusted or badly needing paint should be protected with 
paint for less eyesore

This is the short list,

I would also Like to see that last special assessment breakdown,

Thanks,

Bob


